
InFocus Introduces the New Work Big IN10 Ultra-Mobile Projector  
Sleek Design and Enhanced Features Allow Business People to Travel Light with Heavy 
Capabilities  

WILSONVILLE, Ore.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--In today’s mobile world, conducting business on the road 
should be as seamless as sitting in an office – and making highly visible presentations should be no 
different. Now, new advancements in mobile projection make traveling with a projector even easier, 
enabling business people to engage and impress their audience in any setting. Today, InFocus® 
Corporation (NASDAQ:INFS), the industry pioneer in digital projection technology, is excited to 
introduce the InFocus Work Big IN10. Built around innovative, compact optics and advanced DLP® 
technology, the new Work Big IN10 ultra-mobile projector allows users to deliver attention-getting 
presentations whether on the road or in the comfort of a boardroom.  

Weighing only 2.4 pounds and small enough to fit in the palm of a hand, the InFocus Work Big IN10 is 
extremely portable, giving business people the freedom to transform any meeting room with 
impressive ideas and vivid images. Although this ultra-mobile projector may seem small, the Work Big 
IN10 offers exceptional brightness with 1,800 ANSI lumens and long-lasting projection with an 
industry-leading 4,000 hours of lamp-life. In addition, the new Work Big IN10 features XGA resolution 
and the proven picture reliability of DLP® technology from Texas Instruments™, making it one of the 
most affordable and reliable solutions for businesses today.  

“With the introduction of the Work Big IN10, InFocus continues its long history of innovation and 
leadership in the mobile projection category,” said InFocus Vice President and acting Chief Operating 
Officer Joseph O'Sullivan. “We look forward to enhancing our portfolio with a new mobile projector to 
help solve the unique needs of business people while on the road.”  

All of this power comes with incredible ease-of-use, such as the onboard 1.3:1 zoom lens – ideal for 
utilizing close quarters such as a touring trade-show booth or potential client’s conference room. No 
matter how large or small the presentation space, the Work Big IN10 projects crisp images while 
supporting both front and rear projection. Also, the ultra-precise lens-mounted zoom and focus control 
enables users to adjust images anywhere at anytime. The integrated XGA native resolution also 
flawlessly displays the most media-rich presentations, including automatic adjustment for 16:9 video 
and true HD sources.  

The Work Big IN10 not only enhances a business person’s presentation capabilities, but incorporates 
enhanced connectivity, including advanced high-resolution video and data sources and quick 
connectivity in parallel with the audio input and internal speaker, providing a full multimedia experience 
for the audience.  

Availability  

The Work Big IN10 will be available in early August 2007 for $1,249 from InFocus directly or through 
authorized resellers. For more information about InFocus Work Big and complementary products, 
please visit www.infocus.com.  

About InFocus Corporation  

InFocus® Corporation (NASDAQ:INFS) is the industry pioneer and worldwide leader in the projection 
market today. Nearly twenty years of experience and engineering breakthroughs are at work here, 
constantly improving what you see in the marketplace, and delivering immersive audio visual impact in 
home entertainment, business and education environments. Being the inventor and leader is simply a 
great bonus of making the presentation of ideas, information, and entertainment a vivid, unforgettable 
experience, and we believe our product contributions set the standard for what a big picture 
experience should be like. For more information, visit us at www.infocus.com or call us toll-free at 800-
294-6400 (U.S. and Canada).  

InFocus, IN, ASK, Proxima, LiteShow, LP, ASK, ScreenPlay, Play Big, Work Big, Learn Big and The 
Big Picture are either registered trademarks or trademarks of InFocus Corporation in the U.S. and 
abroad. “DLP” is a trademark of Texas Instruments.  

 


